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Abstract: Most wildfires in North America are quickly extinguished during initial attack (IA), the first
phase of suppression. While rates of success are high, it is not clear how much IA suppression reduces
annual fire risk across landscapes. This study introduces a method of estimating IA effectiveness
by pairing burn probability (BP) analysis with containment probability calculations based on initial
fire intensity, spread rate, and crew response time. The method was demonstrated on a study area
in Kootenay National Park, Canada by comparing burn probabilities with and without modeled
IA suppression. Results produced landscape-level analyses of three variables: burn probability,
suppression effectiveness, and conditional escape probability. Overall, IA reduced mean study area
BP by 78% as compared to a no-suppression scenario, but the primary finding was marked spatial
heterogeneity. IA was most effective in recently burned areas (86% reduction), whereas mature,
contiguous fuels moderated its influence (50%). Suppression was least effective in the designated
wildfire exclusion zone, suggesting supplementary management approaches may be appropriate.
While the framework includes assumptions about IA containment, results offer new insight into
emergent risk patterns and how management strategies alter them. Managers can adopt these
methods to anticipate, quantify, and compare fine-scale policy outcomes.
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1. Introduction

North American land management agencies invest more into wildfire suppression than ever
before, yet damages are increasing [1]. The economic burden of wildfire is substantial, up to $347
billion in the United States [2]. Over the past 30 years, area burned has doubled while suppression
spending tripled [3]. Suppression costs are not only monetary: Suppression has altered the distribution
of vegetation and wildlife, exacerbated fire hazards [4,5], and killed dozens of wildfire fighters in
Canada [6] and the United States [7]. However, it is not clear how much suppression activities reduce
wildfire likelihood to communities or other highly-valued resources and assets.

The vast majority of wildfires are actioned by suppression crews—approximately 90% in Canada [8]
and 99% in the United States [9,10]. The remainder generally occur in remote locations such as the
Northern Boreal regions and are monitored to ensure they do not threaten resources and assets.
The first phase of suppression is initial attack (IA)—aggressive containment operations within hours of
discovery, while fires are small and require few resources [8,11]. Most wildfires in North America are
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extinguished during IA. Reported success rates vary between 83 and 99%, in large part due to differing
agency definitions [12,13].

Wildfire risk is unevenly distributed across landscapes. This risk is a function of fire occurrence
likelihood, intensity, and the susceptibility of valued resources and assets [14]. Fire occurrence
likelihood, also known as burn probability, is the chance of a particular point on the landscape being
impacted by fire over a given year, and varies according to ignition and spread patterns [15]. IA
suppression reduces annual fire occurrence likelihood by limiting the spread of new ignitions.

Fires can be divided into three categories: (A) those that would remain small regardless of
suppression, (B) those that can be prevented from growing large by IA, and (C) those that will grow
large regardless of IA [16]. In full suppression jurisdictions, only category C fires survive to spread
across landscapes. This category contains the fewest fires, but accounts for nearly all area burned and
suppression costs [5,17]. Escaped fires typically overwhelm initial attack efforts with rapid growth and
high intensity [18].

It is clear that IA suppression has substantial impacts on fire occurrence likelihood, but not
how to measure it. In part, this is because conventional IA success rates group category A and B
fires together. However, managers have long recognized that suppression is less successful where
topography, fuels, and weather conditions are conducive to rapid fire growth. To the authors’
knowledge, the landscape-level risk implications of this variability have not been previously evaluated.
This investigation was limited to the short-term effects of IA suppression as measured by annual fire
occurrence likelihood, as this appears to be managers’ primary motivation [19]. Landscape impacts of
fire suppression are estimated using a burn probability analysis, comparing fire occurrence likelihood
with and without simulated initial attack suppression with a published small-fire containment model.

This approach improves on standard burn probability analyses in two ways. First, current models
consider only large fires and implicitly assume future management policy and containment patterns
will remain similar to the historical records used to parameterize them [15]. However, the location and
frequency of present-day large fires has been altered by changes in the fire environment (i.e., land use,
vegetative succession, and climate) and management response (i.e., detection networks, suppression
tactics, and response policy) [20]. Modeling the process of small fire containment can help mitigate
these concerns.

Secondly, existing analyses do little to inform decision-makers during fire response. While status
quo suppression strategies are not supported by the scientific consensus [21,22], managers have no
method to quantify or compare consequences of alternative response policies. In this absence, research
shows that managers defer short-term risk through aggressive IA suppression at the cost of increasing
subsequent fire hazard [23,24]. This study introduces suppression response as an independent variable,
allowing assessments of hypothetical fire response policy changes.

This paper describes a simulation technique to estimate landscape-level risk implications of IA
suppression and demonstrates it on a study area in Kootenay National Park, British Columbia, Canada.
The study paired an existing burn probability tool, Burn-P3, with a small-fire containment model
using published algorithms [18]. A study area in the Canadian Rockies is introduced and spatial
burn probability distributions were compared with and without simulated IA suppression. Results
provide insight into patterns of small fire containment and its consequences of interest to fire managers
and researchers.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The study area is the Vermilion Valley of Kootenay National Park, part of a UNESCO World
Heritage Site in the Canadian Rocky Mountains (Figure 1). The valley is a subalpine region of 75,192
hectares on the west side of the continental divide, between 1200 and 3400 m above sea level. High
rocky peaks and complex terrain create a natural confined fire regime. Forests consist primarily
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of Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii), subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa), white spruce (Picea glauca),
and lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), transitioning to alpine meadows at upper elevations [25].
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Figure 1. The Vermilion Valley of Kootenay National Park, British Columbia.

The majority of area burned is a result of large, infrequent, stand-replacing lightning fires that
spread under extreme weather conditions [26]. Small, lower intensity surface fires are more frequent
but do not consume large areas [25]. Three recent large fires typify the fire regime: Verdant Cr. (July
2017, 18,017 ha), Wardle (July 2018, 3800 ha), and Whitetail Cr. (July 2018, 1335 ha). In each case,
lightning ignitions quickly overwhelmed IA crews and grew to over 100 ha on the day of discovery.
In each, fire spread was substantially limited by landscape-level fuel breaks: rocky peaks, braided
rivers, and avalanche paths.

The central challenge of fire management in Parks Canada is balancing the ecological integrity of
fire-maintained ecosystems with the safety of people, infrastructure, and other values [27]. Landscapes
are divided into management zones according to fire management strategy (Figure 2). Intensive zones
are subject to suppression at all times, intermediate zones limit wildfire spread to defined perimeters,
and extensive zones are managed with minimal intervention [28].
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2.2. Modelling Approach

This study introduces a method for quantifying the risk implications of IA suppression using
burn probability (BP). BP results are compared with and without the modeled effect of initial attack
on fire growth. BP was estimated by combining stochastic ignitions and weather, a deterministic fire
growth model, and a probability of containment algorithm based on initial fire behavior. Historical fire
records were used to parameterize two novel model runs: one characterizing fire initiation and spread
absent suppression, and a second adding simulated initial attack (Figure 3). Outputs were analyzed
for spatial variation in burn probability reductions and probability of containment.
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Burn probability models evaluate the probability that a fire will impact a point on the landscape
over a given period of time, usually one year. Recent computational advances allow spatial BP
models to analyze emergent patterns by simulating spatiotemporal interactions between ignitions,
fuel, topography, weather, and fire behavior a large number of times [29]. Modified BP model inputs
are used to evaluate proposed fuel modification projects [30], predict the impact of climate change [31],
and evaluate large-fire suppression strategies [32].

Burn probability calculations were performed with the Canadian Burn-P3 (P3 = probability,
prediction, and planning) model [33], conceptually similar to FSim (large-fire simulation system) in
the United States [34] and PHOENIX in Australia [35]. Fire behavior simulation is performed by the
Prometheus fire growth engine [36], based on the Fire Behavior Prediction (FBP) system developed by
the Canadian Forest Service [37]. Burn-P3 repeatedly generates a single stochastic fire season, known
as an iteration. This study simulated the stochastic interaction of fire behavior and suppression policy
across 100,000 iterations. The number of days of active spread per fire was driven stochastically based
on regional fire weather records [15]: 85% of fires have only a single spread day, and remaining fires
with two (5%), 10 (5%), or 11 (5%) spread-event days. Each fire spread day is assumed to contain two
hours of peak burning (crown fire) spread, if fuels allow for crown fire.
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Initial attack is “the action taken to halt the spread or potential spread of a fire by the first fire
fighting force to arrive at the fire” [38]. Canadian agencies define success as containment below 3
to 5 ha, substantially below the US threshold of 120 ha [13]. This study uses 5 ha as the criterion of
IA success. During this early phase of suppression, usually the first 24 hours, outcomes tend to be
binary: crews quickly contain fire spread or growth overwhelms them and continues unimpeded until
additional resources can be mobilized.

The factors determining IA success are simpler than subsequent phases of suppression.
Containment is highly correlated with fire size and intensity at the time of IA commencement [12,18].
By contrast, escaped fires span heterogeneous topography, fuels, weather, and operational tactics,
and suppression occurs simultaneously in several locations over extended periods [13]. Large fire
suppression is not modelled directly in Burn-P3.

Burn-P3 relies on historical records to select the number of ignitions per iteration, cause, location,
season, and fire weather (Figure 4). Fuels and other rasterized inputs were based on datasets provided
by Parks Canada and the Canadian Forest Service and gridded at a 30 m resolution. The study fuel
grid includes 12 of the 16 fuel types described in the Canadian Fire Behavior Prediction system [37].
Burn-P3 does not directly model spot fires, but this fine-scale fuel grid allows natural barriers such as
cliff bands, rivers, and rock fields to hinder fire spread without preventing it. Landscape-level fuel
breaks, such as the lower Vermilion River occasionally block spread completely, consistent with fire
perimeters observed in 2017 and 2018. A 5 km buffer zone was added to permit fires to transition in
and out of the study area.
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features; (B) fuels; ignition probability surfaces calculated from lightning (C) and human (D) ignitions
between 1925 and 2015. See Table 2 for a description of each fuel type (O-1b, C-1, etc.).
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Spatiotemporal ignition patterns were based on observed fire records from 1925 to 2015. Ignition
patterns show pronounced clustering. As expected, human-caused ignitions follow linear features like
roads and campgrounds, while lightning fires are guided by topography and weather patterns. While
past ignition locations represent a small sample of potential future sites, spatial clustering plays a
significant role in the observed fire regime. Standard kernel density estimation methods were applied
to create a spatial probability surface that captures clustering effects and imposed minimum ignition
probabilities to reflect the inherent uncertainty.

2.2.1. Scenario One: No Suppression

The first scenario approximated a free-burning fire regime. The Vermilion Valley has a fire atlas
covering 90 years, roughly the period of organized suppression, and a dendrochronological study
covering some 500 years. These datasets provided estimations of the historical range of variation of
fire size and frequency used to calibrate the model [4].

Large fire simulation is usually achieved by parameterizing the model with selective historical
records. Historical fires are reduced to those above a minimum size threshold and weather inputs to
spread-conducive days. During simulation, Burn-P3 discards fires that do not to reach the specified
minimum size. Including only spread-conducive weather is intended to correct overprediction during
extended analysis periods [39].

This study deviated from established procedure and simulated a full range of fire sizes and
weather. Weather records included days not conducive to significant fire growth and minimum fire
size set to the smallest possible value: 0.09 ha, or one 30 m pixel. Including poor and moderate fire
weather records produced a range of small- and medium-sized fires.

The primary challenge is untangling the influence of suppression from the historical fire atlas.
Topography, fuel, weather, and ignition inputs allow the model to simulate how fires start and spread,
but it is not known how large past fires would have grown in the absence of suppression. This
presents an obstacle, as the main form of calibration in BP models is matching simulated fire size
distributions to the fire atlas [40], usually achieved in Burn-P3 by manipulating fire spread duration [41].
Considerations of local suppression and fire history can provide some guidance.

Parks Canada fire history studies [25,42] reviewed fire reports between 1926 and 1988, concluding
that large fires exclusively occurred under extreme fire weather conditions. Suppression acts primarily
during moderate conditions, depriving new ignitions the opportunity to survive until fire weather
improves. Consequently, suppression has had the greatest impact on small fires in the historical record
and relatively little influence on large fires. This observation is consistent with Burn-P3′s working
assumption that once a fire escapes initial attack, suppression activities do not significantly reduce
spread [33].

Were all else equal, simulated annual area burned under a no-suppression scenario should
approach historical pre-suppression levels. This is a reasonable assumption where ignition regimes are
lightning-dominated and land use change is limited. A time-since-fire study determined that average
annual area burned in the study area over 220 years was 144 ha [25]. Accordingly, the following
assumptions guided ‘no suppression’ calibration: (1) ignition frequency, spatial distribution, and fire
weather were similar to historical records, (2) large historical fires (> 1000 ha) were unlikely to have
been substantially altered by suppression, (3) most small fires (< 10 ha) burned under moderate
fire conditions and would remain small, and (4) area burned across iterations would approximate
pre-suppression levels. Spread duration was adjusted over a dozen model runs and the pattern that
best fit these guidelines was selected (Figure 5).
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2.2.2. Scenario Two: Initial Attack

In the second scenario, suppression was simulated by removing fires expected to be contained
during IA operations. Model validity depends on reproducing the amount, characteristics,
and variability of fires that escape IA. Each fire was assigned a probability of containment (POC) based
on fire behavior during initial attack, and fires that met containment criteria were removed. Fires
contained during IA contribute very little area burned [43]. Burn-P3 was rerun using the ‘replay list’
function, which replicates burning conditions from previous runs.

The likelihood of containing a fire during IA can be predicted from the size and intensity at IA
commencement [18]. Fire intensity is the energy released by wildfire and is measured in kilowatts per
meter. Fires escape initial attack by preventing control line establishment or breaching control lines;
size and intensity are decisive factors in both means. Fires that have grown large and intense at the
time of IA are rarely contained and small, smoldering fires rarely escape [18,42].

Initial attack containment is typically modelled as a probabilistic process [44]. This study employed
an algorithm derived by [18] for predicting containment probability based on expert opinion interviews,
assuming a medium-sized crew with helicopter support in Canadian boreal forests (Equation (1)).
Following POC calculations, stochastic containment was simulated through random draws, enabling a
representative portion of high-POC fires to escape and low-POC fires to be contained (Figure 6).

POC =
e(4.6835−0.7043(size)−0.00041(intensity)−0.000052(size×intensity))

1 + e(4.6835−0.7043(size)−0.00041(intensity)−0.000052(size×intensity))
(1)

where POC = predicted probability of containment, size = size at initial attack (ha), and intensity =

head fire intensity at initial attack (kW m−1).
Size and intensity at IA were estimated from BP model outputs. Burn-P3 provides fire intensity

and spread rate outputs for each pixel of each fire. Initial intensity and spread rate were calculated by
averaging values for pixels contiguous with the ignition point, accounting for fuel and topography
variation in the 90 × 90 m (0.81 ha) area surrounding the ignition point. Any fire that failed to grow
beyond 5 ha was considered contained.

Size at initial attack is the result of fire spread rate, discovery lag, and response time. Due to the
study area’s modest size and rugged terrain, response times are driven more by complex networks of
travel corridors and barriers than distance alone. Two initial attack fire crews are based 6 kilometers
west of the Vermilion Valley. Vehicle travel times vary little across the study area, from 7 and 35 min
by road or 3 to 17 min by helicopter. Travel networks are formed by slope, vegetation, waterways,
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and surface geology, and response times influenced by time of day, specialized access techniques (such
as helicopter hover-exit and human external cargo), and concurrent ignitions. Attempts to predict
response times with firefighter accessibility indices or travel friction analyses are in early stages of
development and have not been validated [45,46]. However, human-caused fires cluster near roads
and trails and average significantly lower response times than lightning-caused ignitions [12]. Parks
Canada does not publish IA success rates but neighboring Alberta reports 83% success at containing
boreal fires below 3 ha [12] and British Columbia reports 92% success with a 4-ha threshold [47].
Containment rates in the study area are expected to fall between these two.Fire 2019, 2, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 17 
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Simulated response time changes predicted IA containment rates by changing fire size at the time
of IA (Table 1). Calibrating results to expected containment rates, calculations used a fixed response
time of 60 min for lightning fire and 30 min for human-caused fires. The containment algorithm
predicted total study area containment rates of 87%, with most ignitions (59%) generating a POC
greater than 90% (Figure 7). Adjustments were made for smoldering ignitions and the co-occurrence of
lightning and precipitation.Fire 2019, 2, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 17 
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Table 1. Predicted initial attack (IA) containment rates by response time and ignition cause.

Response Time (min) Human Ignitions Contained (%) Lightning Ignitions Contained (%)

15 96 95
30 92 91
60 86 85

120 81 79

2.2.3. Data Analysis

Results yielded three forms of spatial variability: burn probability, suppression effectiveness,
and ignition containment. BP values were calculated by dividing the number of times a pixel burns by
the number of iterations. ‘Suppression effect’ was coined to indicate the strength of IA suppression
impacts, and is the BP ratio between scenarios:

Suppression E f f ecti = 1−
BPs,i

BP f ,i
(2)

where BPf is the free-burning BP, BPs is the suppressed BP, and i is each fuel pixel. The suppression
effect metric indicates the relative contribution of likely-to-escape fires to BP, and could be considered
suppression susceptibility.

Finally, spatial heterogeneity in POC predictions anticipates future IA challenges. While proximate
ignitions encounter different fire weather, similar fuel complexes and topography form clusters of
high and low POC values. This study produced a conditional escape probability map intended for
managers, created with GIS software and based on mean POC (Figure 8). Results are ‘conditional’
in that they pertain to the condition of a new ignition. The buffer zone was included, as there is no
edge effect.Fire 2019, 2, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 17 
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3. Results

The study simulated 111,087 fires over 100,000 iterations of a single fire season, of which 14,701
(13%) were considered to have escaped initial attack (IA). All fuel in the study area burned at least once.
Under the free-burning scenario, median fire size was 10.9 ha and the largest 21,794 ha. Simulated
IA suppression reduced mean fuel pixel burn probability from 22 × 10−4 (1:450) to 5 × 10−4 (1:2,217;
Figure 9). This was an average burn probability reduction per pixel of 79% due to suppression,
with a standard deviation of 7.8% (Figure 10). High-BP areas were found at valley intersections,
around river confluences and forested passes, while the lowest values were found in disconnected fuel
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pockets, such as river islands and alpine vegetation bounded by rock. The highest conditional escape
probabilities were found near valley bottom in mature fuels, particularly in the Rockwall, Ottertail,
and Verdant Management Zones (Figure 2).Fire 2019, 2, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 17 
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(c) Suppression effect is the percent reduction in burn probability. (d) Escape probability is the mean
probability of IA containment failure.
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Figure 10. Histogram of suppression effect for pixels containing fuel.

Results varied considerably by fuel type and management zone (Table 2). The two most prevalent
fuel types responded differently to suppression: C-2 (Boreal Spruce) fuels had a low suppression
effect (73%) and probability of containment (59%), while early successional fuels were more receptive,
with the highest suppression effect (86%) and an above average probability of containment (82%).
Suppression was least effective in management zones where it is most required, and vice versa.
The Bow Corridor Zone is a designated wildfire exclusion zone, but had the lowest suppression effect
(72%), probability of containment (63%), and highest post-suppression BP (BPs = 7 × 10−4 or 1:1351).
By contrast, the Vermilion Zone is most receptive to IA suppression, but least likely to require it.

Table 2. Mean ignition and suppression rates by fuel type and management zone. BPf = Free-burning
Burn Probability.

Results by Fuel Type

Fuel Type Description Number of Ignitions BPf (×10−4) Suppression Effect (%) POC (%)

C-1 Spruce-Lichen
Woodland 5760 15 76 80

C-2 Boreal Spruce 24,645 24 73 59
C-3 Mature Jack Pine 8429 23 78 73
C-4 Immature Jack Pine 5641 59 75 61
C-5 Red and White Pine 806 - - 92

C-7 Ponderosa Pine and
Douglas Fir 1565 30 80 84

M-1/M-2 Boreal Mixed Wood 1260 8 75 69
D-1 Leafless Aspen 26 - - 93

O-1a Grass—Matted 828 11 67 88
O-1b Grass—Standing 14,036 18 77 76

O-1b (Early Succession) Burned 2003 48,091 23 86 82

Results by Management Zone

Management Strategy Zone Area (ha) BPf (×10−4) Suppression Effect (%) POC (%)

Intensive Bow Corridor 3751 26 72 63
Intermediate Ottertail 5557 16 73 63

Rockwall 14,755 14 72 64
Kootenay East 5283 23 77 68

Extensive Vermilion 38,630 27 84 79
Verdant 7216 15 74 61

Total 22 79 74

4. Discussion

This study introduces a framework for estimating fine-scale risk outcomes of fire response.
It assessed the influence of category B fires (ignitions that can be prevented from growing large
by initial attack) on the study area by comparing burn probability model results with and without
simulated fire suppression. Caution is warranted in interpreting results: Fire behavior simulations are
inherently uncertain and the approach includes model- and study area-specific assumptions. This
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framework allows managers and researchers insights into landscape-level patterns of resistance and
control currently inaccessible by other methods.

Results found suppression effectiveness and ignition containment rates varied considerably
across the study area. Suppression was most effective in recently burned areas and least effective in
contiguous, mature forest stands. This method avoided common methodological assumptions about
large-fire occurrence. Results allowed the number and location of large fires to deviate from the recent
past and respond to changes in vegetation and response policy.

The methods rely on several assumptions regarding IA containment. Small fire containment
was based on initial fire intensity, spread rate, and ignition cause, and did not consider crew size or
experience, proximity to water, detection networks, or variations in response time apart from cause.
Area burned calibrations were informed by estimates from the pre-suppression era, made possible
because land use, ignition patterns, and dominant vegetation have remained relatively consistent in the
study area. The fuel typing system is limited in its ability to characterize some vegetative communities,
such as alpine meadows and early seral montane conifers. Fuel typing in this study is also fixed;
simulation modelling with fire and inbuilt forest succession under a mixed severity fire regime has
been conducted in Mediterranean system [48], though initial attack suppression was not directly
considered. Future work integrating both suppression and succession will dramatically improve the
understanding of the system.

Findings on the relationship between disturbance history and management control are reinforced
by a diverse cohort of empirical studies. Spread-resistance in younger fuels appears integral to
landscape self-regulation [49], and remote sensing studies document fire-on-fire dampening effects
up to 33 years later in comparable ecoregions [50,51]. Improved IA performance in younger stands
was observed in boreal stands with time-since-fire values under 45 years [52]. Results contribute
to mounting evidence that managed wildfires enhance the degree of control managers have over
subsequent fires, producing a virtuous cycle [53].

Recent wildfires in the study area demonstrate how the framework can be applied in pre-fire
planning. Shortly after modelling began, three lightning-caused fires escaped IA in or around the
study area, consuming over 23,000 ha. Nearly all burned area corresponded with pixels in upper 90th
percentile of BPf values. The largest, Verdant Cr. (18,017 ha), ignited in a region with no observed
fire history but high conditional escape probability. In response, Parks Canada managers created a
landscape-level fuel break through the management zone with lowest suppression effect and highest
BPs in this analysis. A prescribed fire is planned for the same area, creating a long-term ‘capping unit’
to mitigate fire contagion into populated northern zones.

These developments suggest burn probability, suppression effect, and conditional escape
probability analyses fill complementary niches in pre-fire planning. Burn probability provides
an overall indictor of annual fire occurrence risk, suppression effect suggests the level of control
managers have over that risk, and conditional escape probability anticipates containment challenges in
regions with few recorded fires.

Perhaps the most urgent application is in evaluating alternatives to initial attack. Wildfire
cannot be deferred indefinitely and allowing certain fires to burn under moderate weather can
reduce subsequent hazard with limited short-term risk [54]. The principal innovation is introducing
suppression response as an independent variable, allowing managers to evaluate hypothetical policies
and compare consequences.

Although fire management agencies often encourage managed fire use, structural disincentives
contribute to manager risk-aversion and aggressive initial attack operations [19,55]. Managers
consider fire response decisions separately instead of within the context of many similar future
decisions (narrow-framing vs broad-framing [56]), and vivid outcomes like wildfire destruction are
systematically over-weighted [57]. Fortunately, prescriptive risk policies can correct manager biases,
provide an improved sense of agency support, and maintain managerial discretion. Such policy-making
requires expert judgement, but benefits from quantitative assessments of suppression effectiveness [53].
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This framework can be applied to BP models and regions outside Burn-P3 and the Vermilion
Valley. The core steps are simple: approximate a free-burning fire regime, simulate initial attack,
and compare results. In practice, this is easier in some regions than others. BP models generally
calibrate simulated fire size distributions to the historical record [40]. In the study area, land use,
ignition patterns, and dominant vegetation patterns have remained relatively consistent, but may vary
in other regions. The historical range of variation (particularly pre-suppression fire cycle) provides
guidance but is challenging to apply where land use has been altered or anthropogenic ignitions
significantly contributed to pre-suppression regimes.

Looking forward, the framework could be adapted to assess cumulative fire risk across years
and decades. The complex interactions between managerial decision-making and self-regulating
landscape disturbance patterns is a pressing issue in modern fire management [58]. Simulations
could model vegetation successional pathways and investigate the effects of response policy on
longer-term risk [54,59]. This strategy could provide a quantitative account of how managing wildfires
without IA under moderate growth conditions introduces short-term threats but reduces long-term
cumulative risk.
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